Chapter 5
PMO Models
Review Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are three most common types of PMO models?
Why is it important for PMO managers to understand all the models?
What are factors to consider when selecting a PMO model?
What role does Budget play in your PMO Model selection?
What are the four guiding factors in deciding your PMO Service offerings?

As you start to build your PMO, one of your first tasks will be to decide which PMO model to use. This is one of the most
challenging and most strategic decisions you will make. The PMO model you choose can have enormous consequences
with respect to how long you (the PMO manager) and your PMO last in your company.
There are many industry-standard PMO models, and no single model fits every company exactly. When choosing a PMO
model, it is a best practice to choose an existing industry-standard PMO model (for example, a supportive model) as the
foundation, and then adjust that model—perhaps even using bits and pieces from other models—to meet the unique
needs of your organization.
If you’re enhancing an existing PMO instead of building a new one, that PMO probably operates under one of these
models already. Still, I suggest you review the models in this chapter. It may be that the PMO is operating under the
wrong model. (Maybe the wrong model was chosen when the PMO was built, or maybe the needs have changed and
the original model no longer applies.) Or, it could be that it just needs a few tweaks. Either way, you’ll find the
information in this chapter useful—particularly the “Choosing the PMO Model for an Existing PMO” section.
This chapter covers the different PMO models. It gives you the information you need to work with your management
team, customers, and PMO employees to select the right model for your organization.

Industry PMO Models
There are many different PMO models—so many, in fact, that it can be difficult to determine which model is right for
your organization. These models include the following:
•

Supportive PMO: The supportive PMO model provides support in the form of on-demand expertise,
templates, best practices, and access to information. This PMO model works in organizations where projects
are loosely controlled—that is, management deems project rigor and enforcement unnecessary—and the
emphasis is on supporting program and project managers.

•

Controlling PMO: In companies that seek to rein in activities, processes, procedures, and documentation,
you should use a controlling PMO model. In addition to providing support, this type of PMO requires that
PMO employees adhere to the rigor and processes established by the PMO—for example, adopting specific
methodologies, templates, or forms; conforming to governance; and following other PMO-related rules. In
addition, they might be subject to regular reviews of their efforts both in terms of project management and
adherence to rigor and processes.

•

Directive PMO: The directive PMO model goes beyond the controlling PMO to actually take over programs
and projects. That is, PMO employees manage these efforts. This injects a great deal of professionalism into
the management of these programs and projects. Because each PMO employee originates from and reports
to the directive PMO, it guarantees a high level of consistency across all efforts.

•

Managing PMO: The managing PMO model focuses on governing programs and projects and tends to be
heavy on training, standardized processes and procedures, and centralized reporting. This PMO model
receives a lot of management support, which tends to remove challenges and obstacles, thereby improving
PMO employee job satisfaction.

•

Consulting/supporting/coaching PMO: This PMO model focuses on mentoring and coaching PMO
employees and their project teams. It defines many best practices, processes, and procedures for project
teams. Indeed, PMOs that use this model often establish successful mentoring or coaching programs that
last for years. Training programs for both program and project managers tend to range from PM 101‒ to PM
301‒level courses. The PMO manager for this PMO model keeps abreast of where the project-management
industry is heading and shares project-management best practices across multiple functional areas.

•

Project-repository PMO: The project-repository PMO model focuses on maintaining a large centralized
repository of templates, methodologies, standards, procedures, tools, and best practices for use by PMO
employees, including project teams. In this model, the PMO manager consistently looks for new materials
for the repository; tests existing ones; refines them; and works with project teams to ensure they are
effective.

•

Enterprise PMO: Unlike the preceding models, in which a single PMO serves an entire organization, the
enterprise PMO model often consists of multiple PMOs for varying departments—say, a Finance PMO, a
Marketing PMO, an ITO PMO, and so on—which report to a larger PMO, the enterprise PMO. Typically, each
department-specific PMO has its own PMO manager, who usually (though not always) reports to the
enterprise PMO manager.

•

Lean-Agile PMO: If you plan to build a pure Agile PMO, the Lean-Agile PMO model will be most applicable.
(For more information on this model, see Chapter 6, “The Lean-Agile PMO.”)

•

Other PMO models: In addition to the models I’ve already mentioned, there are center-of-excellence
PMOs, managerial PMOs, and delivery PMOs. Research these models on your own to see if they’re a good
fit.

Note
Of all these models, three stand out: supportive, controlling and directive. These models are the most
commonly used (although the Agile model is gaining on them).
One of the biggest mistakes PMO managers make when selecting a PMO model is to think they must choose just one.
This is not the case. In fact, it is considered a best practice to identify the most useful pieces in multiple models and
assemble them into a model that is right for your organization. For example, you might combine part of the controlling
model with a dash of the supportive model, and then stir in some bits of the coaching model, to cook up the right model

for you. This will prove far more successful than cramming your PMO into a model that doesn’t meet your needs. Note,
however, that one model in your mix should be the dominant model, and that you should choose this model first.
Another mistake is assuming your model is set in stone. This is also false. It is very common for PMO managers to
tweak the initial PMO model when they observe growth and maturity in the company and/or in the PMO itself. (Of
course, these changes are made to increase effectiveness, not just for the sake of making changes.) That being said,
you should attempt to choose the right model at the outset, even knowing you can change it. Don’t make the mistake of
rashly choosing the PMO model that is easiest to implement just to get the PMO going. Rash PMO-model decisions are
sure to limit the effectiveness of the PMO down the line.
Bill’s Thoughts
The PMO model you select will never be cut and dried. That is, your PMO model will never be just controlling, supportive,
directive, or what have you. Rather, your PMO model will include flavors from other models. For example, two of my PMOs started
out directive-based with some supportive components. Later, both PMOs evolved into controlling PMOs and, later, into directive
PMOs.

Selecting the PMO Model
As you sift through the various PMO model options, there are several considerations to keep in mind.
•

The history of PMOs in the company (what has previously worked or failed)

•

The maturity level of portfolio, program, and project management in the company

•

The key pain points in portfolio, program, and project management

•

The level of the organization in which the PMO sits (that is, whether it reports to the CIO level, VP level,
director level, etc.)

•

Your industry

•

Whether there are other PMOs in the company (and if so, whether this PMO will report to an enterprise
PMO)

These are just some of the factors to consider when choosing or suggesting a PMO model for your company. For more,
read on.

Management Opinions and Office Politics
Your management team will have a huge influence on the PMO model you choose. If this team is particularly strong,
don’t be surprised if they make the choice for you. In such cases, it may be that the best you can hope for is to suggest
to management which model you think will work best, with the understanding that the ultimate decision lies with them.
Office politics may also dictate the choice of PMO model. If some executive wants one particular PMO model over
another, that is the model selected. Right or wrong, like I said, office politics.

Staffing
If your PMO staff prefers a particular model—perhaps because they’ve worked with it before—that could influence your
decision. On the flip side, the model you choose could influence your staffing decisions. For example, if you opt to build
a supportive or consulting PMO, you will want to staff it with trainers, teachers, or consultants who specialize in working
with project managers. Or, if you choose to build a directive PMO, you will want to staff it with industry experts who are
looking for the latest trends and best practices to direct or guide your PMO employees. (For more on staffing, see
Chapter 8, “PMO Staffing”.)
On a related note, the PMO you choose may depend on your own background, experience, and capabilities. Obviously,
you want to be in a role that plays to your strengths, so you should consider which model will enable you to do that.
After all, the PMO model will largely dictate how you drive your PMO on a day-to-day basis. For example, if you run a
supportive PMO, your daily activities will consist of offering consulting advice, suggesting templates and processes, and
doing what you can to support projects in a real hands-on manner. On the other hand, if you run an enterprise PMO,
you probably won’t get too deep into any one program or project. Instead, you’ll likely monitor multiple departmental
PMOs to gauge their status and provide reporting to management.

Methodology
What PMO model you choose should factor in whether you plan to use a portfolio, program, or project methodology.
(Chapter 4, “How to Build a PMO,” introduces each of these methodologies.) Some models are a better fit for certain
methodologies than others.
Note that, like the PMO model, the PMO methodology you use will influence your day-to-day activities. For example, if
your chosen methodology is the project-management methodology, and you’ve opted for a coaching PMO model, then
every training session, tool, standard, and best practice will focus on improving project management, and nothing else.
(It’s rare that a PMO uses only one process methodology, like the project-management methodology, but it happens,
and it’s something you’ll need to think about.)
Figure 5.1 maps out various combinations of models and methodologies. Use this as a guide as you decide what type of
model you want to use. Note that I said guide, not recommendation. It may be the case that the unique needs of your
organization call for a combination not listed here. Only you can decide!

Figure 5.1: PMO models and process methodologies

Note
There is no right or wrong portfolio-management, program-management, or project-management
methodology‒to‒PMO model mix. As PMO manager, you just need to decide what is good for your PMO
and implement it. (Remember, it can be changed!)

Budget
Budget also plays a role in the PMO model‒selection process. It’s important for you and your management team to have
a conversation about budget early in the PMO-building process so all parties understand what budget is available for the
PMO. If there is limited budget available to the PMO, then models that have large staffing components such as
Directive, Controlling or Managerial are not possible. With a limited budget, often you see companies defaulting to a
Supportive model, where the staff is limited, and the budget allocation is low.
In some cases, management might fund the PMO as a distinct entity. In that case, you, as PMO manager, will have
complete control of the budget, which you can dole out to direct PMO efforts companywide. In other cases, your budget
might require you to charge back project-related expenses to the department that “owns” the project.

Choosing the PMO Model for an Existing PMO
So far, we’ve talked about choosing the PMO model for a new PMO. But what if your job is to enhance an existing one?
In that case, your task is to examine the existing PMO to identify what model it’s currently using, whether that model is
working, and, if not, what changes to make to improve matters.
It may be that the current model is working, but could use some tweaks to make it more successful. If so, great. If the
current model working, you have two options. You can attempt to modify the existing model, or you can switch to a
different model.

Before you offer suggestions, make recommendations, or implement changes, make sure you grasp the current
situation. If you don’t have a history with the PMO, you might be making some assumptions that aren’t accurate—and
that’s bad. Be aware, too, that company politics can come into play. To mitigate this, spend time with management,
customers, and existing PMO employees to find out what’s what from their point of view.
After you’ve made your case, be prepared to field questions about why the current model is worse than the one you’re
proposing. That means developing a deep knowledge of PMO models (as well as the process methodologies discussed
in Chapter 6, “The Lean-Agile PMO.”). That might mean researching them online or reading books about them.
Understanding both will be critical to your success as PMO manager.
Bill’s Thoughts
I love digging into PMO models. Just spending a little time looking at what works and doesn’t work enables you to make smarter
decisions about what model to choose when building a new PMO or what changes to make to an existing one. If you are serious
about being a PMO manager, I highly recommend that you spend the time to really grasp the different models available to you.

Establishing PMO Service Offerings
Once you hit on the right PMO model, it’s time to decide which services offerings your PMO will provide—in other words,
the various tasks and activities your PMO will perform. This is an important step in building and implementing your PMO,
as your service offerings set the foundation for how you will operate your PMO. Service offerings are largely used in
helping justify PMO staffing, so we will come back around to this again when we cover staffing your PMO but also sets
the foundation of what you will offer as a service for your PMO.
Your service offerings will likely vary depending on the following factors:
•

Your company’s industry: Depending on what industry your company is in, will have specific service
offerings such as many IT companies would offer a Business Intelligence and Reporting Service offering that
may not make sense in the construction industry.

•

The opinions of management: If your leadership team has a strong project-management background,
they will most likely want you to provide program and project service offerings.

•

The PMO model: The PMO model you choose plays a huge role in defining the services your PMO will
offer. For example, if you have elected to build a supportive PMO, then there is a good chance you’ll provide
project-management training as a service offering. Many service offerings are easy to define once you’ve
chosen your PMO model, but almost impossible beforehand.

•

The background and experience of the PMO (you): Depending on your background and experience,
you are going to favor adding specific service offerings to your PMO. Taking the same example as of above,
Business Intelligence and Reporting, if you have a strong background in that area, you will likely suggest
adding that service offering to your PMO. That is because you know it well already, and know the benefits.
If you do not know that area well, then it is not something you will suggest, just simply because of your
own lack of knowledge.

Bill’s Thoughts
Do not underestimate the amount of time it will take to create a list of service offerings (and get buy-in and approval from
management).
It would be impossible to offer a list of all possible service offerings, as they differ by industry, company, management
team, model, and so on. However, here are some examples of common service offerings:
•

Create and maintain a centralized repository of project information

•

Offer project-management training

•

Track project-management best practices

•

Perform program/project auditing

•

Create and maintain all corporate reporting

•

Drive all governance and regulatory compliance (for example, financial compliance)

Note
You should define your PMO’s service offerings before determining your staffing needs. (For more on
staffing, see Chapter 8 “PMO Staffing”.) PMO Service offerings are great tools to justify with your
management what staff you need for your PMO.
Once you have decided in your PMO service offerings, then model them in the following Figure 5.2 to help the
conversation with management and leadership on what was selected and what your PMO will be doing.
Figure 5.2 PMO Service Offerings

As you can see in Figure 5.2 PMO Service Offerings, you have the service offerings outline for your PMO. Eventually, you
will start adding the PMO roles needed to perform those service offerings, but for now just documenting them is all that
is required. You will see a complete version of this table in Chapter 8 “PMO Staffing” but wanted to give you exposure to
it here as well, so you had a starting point in documenting your service offerings. This chart is not complete until the
roles are added, and the responsibilities of each role are defined. More details in the PMO staffing chapter to completely
fill in this chart.
Bill’s Thoughts
Many PMO managers fail to establish the PMO’s service offerings early on, and then launch the PMO with no idea what
to do next. This is a mistake. Establishing your service offerings up front sets you on the correct path to build the right

PMO for your organization. It also enables you to have strategic conversations with management and customers, and
tactical discussions with PMO team members, about what the PMO is going to offer.

Summary
The importance of the PMO model selection process cannot be stressed enough. In all, 10 models were discussed. As
PMO manager, you should thoroughly grasp each model before choosing which to use. Your leadership team will likely
play a significant role in this process, too.
You are not limited to choosing a single model. It is a best practice to take parts from each model that work for you. For
example, suppose you want to use a directive PMO model only, but your project managers are desperate for coaching
and mentoring. In that case, you could add pieces of the coaching model to your directive model.
The model you choose will affect the PMO’s service offerings, which you should also establish at this stage. The PMO
service offerings decision should not be taking lightly, as it determines which services your PMO will perform. Not only
does the PMO service offerings help define what staff you need, but it also lays out how your PMO runs day-to-day.

PMO Build Decisions
Back in the introduction to this book, I talked about key PMO build decisions and presented a table you can use to map
them out. This table will be an excellent asset to you through the PMO build process, so keep it handy, and use it to
track everything as you go. For now, fill in the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Decide which PMO model you will use. Is building an Agile PMO feasible?
Decide which PMO services offerings you will provide.
Decide on initial staffing needs, based on service offerings, understanding that will not be locked until full
staffing needs are known.
Determine any known budget allocations for your PMO with management and leadership.

Company Profile Information Questions
Earlier in the book, we also presented a set of questions to help you define the profile of your company. It is a best
practice to review these again while you are filling in your PMO build decisions.
If the company’s profile information has changed since you first answered the questions, make sure to update
accordingly. Failing to keep the company profile information current, could cause you to make PMO build decisions, that
are out of date or not tailored to your business.

Answers to Review Questions
1.

The three most common types of PMO models include supportive, controlling, and directive. Agile is catching
up, but not there yet in popularity.

2.

The PMO manager must understand which models will work for their PMO and which won’t. If the PMO
manager understands only one model, that will dictate how they drive the PMO. This may cause the PMO
manager to try to cram the PMO into a model that doesn’t meet the company’s needs.

3.

There are many factors. These include the history of PMOs in the company; the maturity level of portfolio,
program, and project management in the company; key pain points in portfolio, program, and project
management; the level of the organization in which the PMO sits; your industry; whether there are other PMOs
in the company today; management opinions and office politics; staffing; methodology; and budget.

4.

The PMO budget also plays a role in the PMO model‒selection process because if there is limited budget
available to the PMO, then models that have large staffing components such as Directive, Controlling or
Managerial are not possible. With a limited budget, often you see companies defaulting to a Supportive model,
where the staff is limited, and the budget allocation is low.

5.

The four guiding factors include, company’s industry, opinions of management, PMO model, and background
and experience of the PMO manager.

